THE  AUTHORITY   OF   CATHOLICISM
plea for freedom as a basis of social organization. Montalembert
begins by clearly separating his cause both from Gallicanism—
" a deep-seated and fearful error, rooted in the pride of a few
bishops and the false science of a few scholars, tragic accom-
plices both of Jansenist heresy and of the encroachments of
temporal power, fortunately now rejected by the faithful and
shown to be identified with the doctrines that are a denial of
the faith, and with the gravest attacks on the freedom and
dignity of the Church "—and from " false Liberalism/' that
" old foe and rival of the Church, the collapse of which leaves
the Church with the grandest possible opportunities : standing
invulnerable as she does between helpless Protestantism and
tottering Monarchy, on the ruins of rebellious reason and of
false liberty, she becomes the greatest, not to say the only, force
of her time."
She can afford therefore to welcome both reason and freedom.
The latter is twofold : it consists partly of negative " guarantees
against the abuses of authority, guarantees which are inade-
quate and often shortlived, and may even be deplorable, but
are always regretted if they perish, and which constitute the
most insistent and the most legitimate need of man in society,
for everything is preferable to absolute power/' and partly of
positive rights : religious (i.e. freedom to worship, to proclaim
one's beliefs, to proselytize *), civil (freedom from arbitrary
arrest or other forms of personal restraint and from arbitrary
taxation), political (individual participation in the making of laws
and in the control of public affairs), educational, administrative
(through the autonomy of the family, the parish, the province),
corporate (complete freedom of association as the main condition
for the progress of civilization).
1 How far Montalembert really believed in religious toleration is a very
moot point. A few pages later in the same book he goes on to say that " if
freedom of error and evil could be absolutely suppressed it would be a duty
to suppress it, but experience shows that in modem society this cannot be
done without also destroying freedom for good, without entrusting unlimited
power to governments that may be neither worthy nor capable of exercising it.
Freedom of conscience really serves religion. It would of course be madness
to establish it in countries where it is neither in existence nor demanded by
anyone : but where it does exist it is the safeguard of faith."
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